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4205
ASTUVANSALMI
61°26,6 N 27°32,7 E
Chart nr 208, 210
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is located in a sheltered strait and has a dock that is also suitable for large
boats.
SERVICES
Toilet, trash cans
SURROUNDINGS
Astuvansalmi offers a glance at the pre-historical time in Finland with rock paintings and
caves over 5000 years old.
4239
JANTINSAARI
61°30,1 N 27°39,1 E
Chart nr 208, 210
GRADE ***
HARBOR
There are two landing points with buoys in the south and north ends of the island. The
shore is easy to reach also with large boats. The southern side of the island is open to
winds but the northern side is a bit more sheltered.
SERVICES
Toilet, fireplace.
SURROUNDINGS
A small and idyllic island along the route from Mikkeli to Anttola.
4280
KAIJATSAARI
61°34,9 N 27°41,7 E
Chart nr 210
GRADE ***
HARBOR
There is a dock in the harbor that makes landing easy also with large boats. The harbor is
well sheltered.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A small harbor south of Anttola.
4335
KARIHIEKKA
( UIMASALO )
61°36,6 N 27°53,5 E
Chart nr 212
GRADE ****
HARBOR
There is a dock in the harbor that makes landing also with large boats easy. The harbor is
open to the western winds.
SERVICES
Grill shelter, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
A sandy beach on a beautiful island close to the natural preservation area of Luonteri.
4330
RAINTASAARI

(LUONTERI)
61°38,1 N 27°53,8 E
Chart nr 211, 212
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is on the west side of the island. There is a small dock and also large boats
can reach the harbor easily. The harbor offers a good protection from winds.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans.
SURROUNDINGS
Raintasaari is on the edge of a natural preservation area in the middle of wilderness and
has one of the clearest waters in Saimaa area.
4365
ROKANSAARI
61°28,8' N 28°03,5' E
Chart nr 209
Puumala
GRADE ****
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the north side of the island and has a good dock and buoys.
The harbor is open to north winds and the sounds of boats passing by might be disturbing
in the night.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans, sauna and a café.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful sandy island with a lovely pine tree forest. There are also Russian trenches
from the time of the first world war.
4296
VARTIOSAARI
61°36,7 N 27°45,4 E
Chart no 210
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is easily reachable and offers a good shelter from winds. There is a small dock.
Landing at the cliff with large boats is also easy.
SERVICES
Fireplace, toilet, trash cans,
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful rocky island with a lovely deciduous and pine tree forest.
YKSKÖYTINEN
61°33,4 N 27°56,8 E
Merikortti no 212
GRADE ***
HARBOR
The harbor is located on the north side of the island at a cliff and has buoys.
SERVICES
Fireplace, and toilet.
SURROUNDINGS
A beautiful rocky island with a lovely pine tree forest.

